TriggerTech Recalls Remington 700 Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling Remington 700 triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very
carefully, to determine if you product is being recalled.

Trigger NOT being Recalled - External Identification
If any of the following criteria is met, the product does
NOT contain a carbide roller and is NOT being recalled
• Trigger lever has a “Flat” shoe
• Trigger lever and safety lever is PVD Black color
These Shoe/Color Combinations
Casted “T” on Safety
• Safety lever is casted. The Casted safety has the
TriggerTech logo on the safety grip.

Left-Hand Trigger
(Safety on Left Side)

• Is a Left-Handed trigger

Potential Trigger Recall - Check your Serial Number

Laser Engraved
Serial Number
Primary or
Special

If any of the following criteria is met, the product does
NOT contain a carbide roller and is NOT being recalled
• “Primary” or “Special” is engraved on the housing
• The serial number and SKU number are laser
engraved on the side of the trigger

• Housing has three screws securing the lid
Three Screw Examples
www.TriggerTech.com

1-888-795-1485
http://Safety.TriggerTech.com

TriggerTech Recalls Remington 700 Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

Trigger being Recalled - Identification by Dismantling your Firearm
If any of the following criteria is met, the product does
contain a carbide roller and is being recalled
• Laser engraving on the safety side looks identical to
the image shown - logo is oﬀset and high on the
trigger, the spacing between letters in “TriggerTech” is
narrow.
Potential Trigger Recall - Check your Serial Number
If any the following criteria is met, the customer
should check the serial number to determine if
product is being recalled
• Safety Lever for a Right-Handed trigger is stamped
with a 360-degree safety nub
Safety is stamped with 360 nub

• The housing has four screws securing the lid – see
Figure 19

Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the firearm and
removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the side of the trigger.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
2,088 - 2090, 6501 - 7500, 9226 - 9999,10000,
12001 - 12003
BAR001 - BAR189, BBR001 - BBR005
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TriggerTech Recalls AR15 Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling AR15 triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very carefully,
to determine if you product is being recalled.

External Features
If any of the following criteria is met, the product does
NOT contain a carbide roller and is NOT being recalled
• Trigger lever color is PVD Black Curved
• Trigger lever color is PVD Black Flat
• The serial number and SKU number are laser
engraved on the side of the trigger
Laser Serial Number
These Shoe/Color
Combinations

Potential Trigger Recall - Check your Serial Number
If all the following criteria is met, the customer should
check the serial number to determine if product is
being recalled
• Trigger lever is stainless color
• Trigger lever has a curved shoe or flat shoe
• The serial number is hand-etched on the bottom of
the trigger
Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the firearm and
removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the bottom of the trigger.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
ALC001 - ALC020, ALS001 - ALS017, BAFC001 - BAFC007,
BALC001 - BALC004, BAC001 - BAC092, BAS001 - BAS034,
BBLC001 - BBLC019, BBLS001 - BBLS003, BBC001 - BBC107,
BBS001 - BBS013, BCS001 - BCS002, BCLC001 - BCLC001,
BCC001 - BCC008
www.TriggerTech.com
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TriggerTech Recalls Killer Instinct Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling Killer Instinct triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very
carefully, to determine if you product is being recalled.

Trigger being Recalled
Any trigger with a Red ADF, as show in Figure 1 below,
has a carbide roller is being recalled.
RED
ADF

Trigger not being Recalled

SILVER
ADF

Any trigger where the ADF is silver and pivots at the
front of the trigger, does NOT have a carbide roller
and is NOT being recalled.

Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the crossbow
and removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the bottom of the trigger.
NOTE: Removing the scope or scope mount is NOT
needed, to get access to the serial number.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
2121 - 2160, 2202 - 2241, 2261 - 2321, 2326 - 2358,
2449 - 2499, 5224 - 5265, 5269 - 5270, 5290, 5301,
5307 - 5365, 5367 - 5561, 9131 - 9225
BCK001 - BCK032, BEK001 - BEK108

www.TriggerTech.com
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TriggerTech Recalls Excalibur Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling Excalibur triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very
carefully, to determine if you product is being recalled.

Potential Trigger Recall - Check your Serial Number
There are no external distinguishing features that can
be used to identify whether or not a carbide roller
was utilized. The serial number must be referenced to
determine if your trigger is being recalled.

Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the crossbow
and removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the bottom of the trigger.
NOTE: Removing the scope or scope mount is NOT
needed, to get access to the serial number.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
2448, 2500, 4113 - 4332, 4345 - 4448, 5077,
5088 - 5180
BAE001 - BAE095, BCE001 - BCE061, BDE001 - BDE029,
BFE001 - BFE020, BGE001 - BGE039
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TriggerTech Recalls Mission Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling Mission triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very
carefully, to determine if you product is being recalled.

Trigger being Recalled
Any trigger with a Red ADF, as show in Figure 1 below,
has a carbide roller is being recalled.
RED
ADF

Trigger not being Recalled

SILVER
ADF

Any trigger where the ADF is silver and pivots at the
front of the trigger, does NOT have a carbide roller
and is NOT being recalled.

Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the crossbow
and removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the bottom of the trigger.
NOTE: Removing the scope or scope mount is NOT
needed, to get access to the serial number.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
2086 - 2087, 2091 - 2120, 2161 - 2201, 2242 - 2260,
2322 - 2325, 2425 - 2447, 5181 - 5222
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TriggerTech Recalls Parker Carbide Triggers

July 12, 2017

TriggerTech is recalling Parker triggers with Carbide Rollers. Please review this document very
carefully, to determine if you product is being recalled.

Trigger being Recalled
All Parker triggers that utilized carbide rollers are
being recalled.

Determining your Serial Number
To determine you serial number, please refer to the
attached instructions on dismantling the crossbow
and removing the trigger unit. The serial number is
engraved on the bottom of the trigger.
NOTE: Removing the scope or scope mount is NOT
needed, to get access to the serial number.
The following serial numbers are being recalled:
2359-2424
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